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GCSE Media Studies
Monday 4th June 2018
TV News and News Websites
Your exam is 2 ¼ hours and is split into 2 sections.
Section A – You will be shown a TV news broadcast to analyse and also have to
draw upon your own detailed examples for some of the questions in this
section.
Section B – The creative task. You will be asked to create a media text for a
News Website, this is likely to be a mock-up of a homepage or subpage, or a
feature article. You must then analyse your work and discuss wider issues
around the production of news websites.
In this booklet there are a range of concepts for you to revise and tasks for you
to complete. This booklet will help embed the knowledge you learn in class and
provide opportunities to practice the skills for the exam.
There are exam questions in the back of the guide, as well as a glossary of key
terms. You should be watching as much TV News as you can and visiting News
Websites and Apps a few times a week. This is a simple way to begin your
revision.
In your exam you will be require to refer to TV News broadcasts you have
studied, so it is wise to develop a series of case studies to use in the exam; these
can be developed from examples we use in class or ones you find during your
revision.
Happy revising!
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TV News
The News industry is the longest standing media platform and has for centuries
provided readers with information about events and issues within local and
national areas.
The first newspapers can be traced to the 17th Century and were used for news
and rumour and looked more like pamphlets that the style we know today. By
the 1720s there were 12 London newspapers and 24 regional papers and
newspapers were quite political during this time and therefore problematic for
the Government, who then introduced taxes and laws for newspapers in an
attempt to stop them printing against the government of the time. At the
beginning of the 19th Century, newspapers would fight against this in favour of
free press. The developments in technology during this time also meant that
newspapers were becoming more affordable to a greater percentage of the
population. The reduction of the newspaper tax also meant that they were
cheaper to produce and the circulation of English newspapers rose from 39
million to 122 million by 1854.
The 20th Century saw the rise of the Press Barons, a small group of people who
owned and closely supervised major newspapers. These were powerful men
who had the ability to shape the landscape of the time – the zeitgeist. In the
1930s, over two-thirds of the population was estimated to read a newspaper
every day. This century also saw the introduction of radio news and television
news as technology started to develop. These became the primary sources of
news and had the ability to be updated more frequently.
By the 21st century, circulation of newspapers saw rapid decline, mostly due to
internet platforms.

Origins of TV News
The first channel to launch on British television was BBC One and they provided
daily news broadcasts from 1955. By 1966, television became available in colour
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and provided audiences with realistic and engaging images. In 1967, ITV
launched their own news programme – ITV News at Ten – this became a rival to
the BBC broadcast and created competition for audiences, followed by Channel
4, Sky TV and Channel 5. By adding more channels, the audience was becoming
more fragmented, meaning there were less people watching one particular
channel at a time.
Like newspapers, TV News broadcasts have had to face competition from online
platforms, but have also created versions of their own channels online, for
example the BBC News Online. By 2008, all major broadcasters have online
versions and increasingly mobile apps where consumers can get their news
much quicker.

Local vs National News
In terms of their construction, there isn’t that much difference between Local
and National news programmes. They will both feature a presenter, a studio
setting, vox pops and actuality footage. It is mostly the content of the
programmes that differs, and sometimes the mode of address. The obvious
difference between local and national news is that local news programmes
provide local news. This is often more likely to affect those within that certain
community.

Revision Tip!
Make sure you have
a list of differences
between Local and
National TV News!

Task – Watch a local news programme and a
national news programme from the same channel.
How are they similar?
How are they different?
How does the first programme broadcast encourage
audiences to watch the second?
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Genre Conventions
TV News programmes tend to follow the same conventions in every broadcast,
meeting audience expectations; audiences want their news easy to access and
unambiguous.
Task – Analyse the genre conventions of a TV News
programme. How do the conventions reinforce trust
and formality?

TV News can be produced in many different genres to appeal to a wide range of
audiences:
 Sports News
 Entertainment News
 24 Hour News
 News Bulletins (One minute)
Revision Tip!
Make
sure you have
 Local News
analysed a range of
 Children’s News
different TV News genres in
preparation for the unseen
 Current Affairs programmes
news in your exam
They will mostly follow the same
conventions, but their visual and technical
codes may differ to create a different mode
of address and to appeal to different audiences.
Task – Analyse a programme in each of the genres above. Consider:
 Visual Codes
 Technical Codes
 Language & Mode of Address
Use the glossary in the back of the guide to help you!

Current Affairs
Current Affairs programmes investigate, analyse and comment no events or
issues within society. They are a hybrid of traditional news programmes and
documentary. They usually present one topic and delve into it in much more
detail than a 30-minute news broadcast. They are also able to construct
ideologies around these topics in a much greater way. One of the notable
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differences between traditional news programmes and current affairs
programmes is the use of high production values, meaning the programme
looks more expensive and well-made than traditional news; this can be seen
mostly in the technical codes used. The main channels all have a version of a
current affairs programmes, such as BBC’s Panorama and ITV’s Exposure and
they are broadcast weekly. They offer audiences the need for surveillance from
the Uses & Gratifications theory, meaning audiences will learn about the topic
from these programmes. They are also likely to shape opinions within
audiences through the ideologies presented.
Task – Watch an episode of Channel 4’s Dispatches http://www.channel4.com/programmes/dispatches
Analyse the programme commenting on:
 High Production Values
 Ideologies
 How the programme shapes your opinion

Breakfast News
Breakfast news programmes, such as BBC Breakfast and ITV’s Good Morning
Britain, are often a little less serious than broadcasts later in the day. They
combine elements of lifestyle, showbiz, entertainment, sports and weather, and
is called a magazine programme. They last much longer than traditional news
broadcasts, often running from 6:00 to 8:30am on weekdays. Whilst they
deliver the news headlines, they are often interspersed with interviews and
human interest stories to appeal to the morning audiences. This more
lighthearted approach appeals to audiences in the morning who want to sit and
leisurely get ready for work or eat breakfast. The mode of address is also more
informal, providing a more casual chatty approach through the presenter’s tone
of voice and the set – a sofa rather than a desk. The genre gives the viewer not
only surveillance but also diversion and isn’t too serious to start the day.

Narrative
Task – Watch a 30-minute segment from BBC Breakfast or ITV’s Good Morning
Britain and take note of the topics of discussion and how they construct the visual
codes.
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Narratives rely on the presentation of an initial state of order which is in some
way disturbed - creating what Todorov called disruption – and the story then
unfolds as to how the problem might be resolved and how order can be
restored in relation to this particular problem or how life can be adapted to deal
with the new equilibrium. Narratives, in short, are about change, disturbance
and disorder. Commonly, narratives will feature the following structure:
DISRUPTION———-> ELABORATION OF PROBLEM/DISRUPTION———->
RESOLUTION OF PROBLEM
The nature of the problem and how it is
Revision Tip!
resolved depends on the genre or form
Even if you don’t get a
of the narrative, whether it involves
question specifically
about narrative, you can
solving the mystery, punishing the
always refer to these
wrong-doer or obtaining the desired
theories/concepts in your
objective. News stories begin with an
analysis.
initial acceptance that there is a state of
order [the safety and reliability of reports
from the world of news], take audiences
through the disruption, then an elaboration of the issues, before coming to the
end which promises either some kind of explanation for what has happened or
to satisfy us that there has been some form of resolution.
Task – Find a TV News package that features Todorov’s structure and answer
the following questions:
 Does the channel provide a resolution to the problem? Why/Why not?
 What effect might this have on the audience?

Binary Opposition
Claude Levi Strauss had the insight that the way we understand words depends
not just on any meaning they themselves directly contain [connotation], but
much more by our understanding of the difference between the word and its
‘opposite’ or ‘binary opposite’. He saw words acting as symbols for society’s
ideas and that the meaning of words, therefore, was a relationship rather than a
fixed thing: a relationship between opposing ideas.
Understanding of the word ‘coward’ depends on the difference between that
word and its opposing idea, that of a ‘hero’.
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Other oppositions that should help you understand the idea are the youth/age,
masculinity/femininity, the good/evil, us/them.
Levi-Strauss noticed another feature
of ‘binary opposites’: that one side
of the binary pair is always seen by a
particular society or culture as more
valued over the other.
News is often represented
[structured] as a conflict. It makes
such stories a) interesting to
audiences and b) easier to
understand. In many stories we have
opposing sides [strikes feature employers vs employees; war zones have obvious
opponents; politics is Government vs Opposition - Labour vs Conservative;
Corbyn vs May]

Task – Find a TV News broadcast that features a binary opposition and answer
the following questions:
 Do we support one side of a story as opposed to another? Why?
 Have the producers constructed an ‘us’ vs. ‘them’ binary opposition?
 What effect might this have on the audience?

We must also be aware that some news stories, as well as having their own
narrative pattern of Disruption / Disequilibrium/ Resolution, can also be
analysed as forming part of a wider narrative used by the media and presented
as a part of ongoing issues that are seen by each channel to be of importance
and of interest to their readers and audiences.
These wider narratives and the ideology and values of the channel frame the
way that stories are reported.
Task – What continuous narratives have you encountered in
your news consumption?
How do the channels shape opinions by the continued
broadcasting of these narratives?
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Selection Process
Every story you see on the news has been carefully chosen to reflect the society
and audience it caters for.
The producers have to select news which is relevant. They often consider where
the news has come from which informs how trustworthy and interesting the
news story is. News producers choose their sources very carefully, based on
who is providing the story/footage and what quality that it is.
Types of sources:
• News Agencies – companies that supply news from all over the world
• Reporters – in house journalists that investigate the news
• Other News Outlets – Journalists often share their news
• Freelance journalists – they work for themselves and either approach a
broadcaster or are hired
• Processed news – news gathered from external sources; press releases,
council meetings etc.
They will also consider the order in which these stories appear within a news
broadcast, to appeal to their audiences and to ensure they are competing with
other channels – the bigger story from the most credible source will need to go
first.
Task – Watch a news package, and consider where the stories are coming from
and how credible the footage is.
What order are the stories presented in? Why would they put their lead story
first?

Representation
News producers construct representations that are important in how we
understand the world around us and in shaping what we believe to be true
about the world and those we share it with.
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Audiences often see news products as being ‘true’ or even ‘the truth’. This
implies that there is only one true version of any story and that institutions are
accurate and unbiased in their reporting. We simply need to be aware of how
media representations are constructed.


Representations shape how we ‘see’ the world



Media representations are powerful – they mix words and images



Media representations appear truthful – they are made by powerful
institutions



Media representations saturate our lives – they are everywhere



Media representations re-cycle existing ideas in our society



Media representations appear easy to accept – they appear ‘natural’

Revision Tip!
You need to know and
use the following terms:
Ideology, Mediation and
Stereotype

TV News often represents events and
issues within society using their own
ideologies to construct the
representation. They also represent
different groups in society, and,
through the use of stereotypes, can
indoctrinate their opinion into the audience which could lead to discrimination
to those groups.
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Task – Find and analyse TV News broadcasts which represents the following
issues, events and social groups:
 Immigration
 Education
 World Cup
 Royal Wedding
 Celebrity Death
 Young People
 Older People
 Black People

Task – How do different TV channels represent the same event?
How might they influence the audience’s opinion on that
particular topic?

Political Ideologies
Political Ideologies are values, ideas and beliefs that are shaped by a political
stance or point of view. In the UK, we have left wing and right wing ideologies
presented across different news channels.
Most of our media have right wing
Revision Tip!
ideologies or choose to reflect the
Ensure you have a list of
most popular government at the
the different political
time. This means that their political
ideologies we have in the
UK.
stance as a channel is sometimes
subject to change.
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Task – Analyse the infographic above. Which channels are:
 most bias towards right wing
 most bias towards left wing
 most impartial

Task – Research around the political ideologies of online news
sources. Are they predominantly right or left wing?

News Values
According to former Times and Sunday Times Editor, Harold Evans, a news
story…
• … is about necessary information and unusual events
• … should be based on observable facts
• … should be an unbiased account
• … should be free from the reporter’s opinion
News Values determine how much prominence a story is given by the media
and therefore the attention it is given by the audience.
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Galtung and Ruge (1965) identified several factors:
 Threshold: when news becomes interesting enough to print, (according to
the producer’s assessment)
 Visual Imperative: strong pictures make stories. Eg. The story of a ferry
capsizing in Venezuela would not normally make front page news in the
UK. However, if there were dramatic photographs then might well.
 Negativity: take normal for granted. Deviant is newsworthy – crime,
disaster, famine
 Unexpectedness: presenting news as unexpected, even if it really is. Eg. At
Christmas reporting on homelessness, which is actually going on all year
round; when Sir Bob Geldof releases Band Aid single again, focus on
starving in Africa etc.
 Unambiguity: news needs to be clear and simple. Highly complex
situations are presented as simple
 Personalisation: stories presented through the experiences of individuals.
Eg. National Health Service waiting lists focusing on Baby X waiting for
heart transplant or 80-year old Mary Smith waiting for a hip replacement.
 Reference to the Elite: the famous and the powerful are more newsworthy
than ordinary people
Task – Identify and analyse the News Values of a news package you have already
studied.

News Regulation
TV News is regulated by Ofcom, a
regulatory body set up in 2003 who
enforce the law and advise
broadcasters. They also deal with
complaints from the public and are
funded by fees from the industry
and from the government.

Revision Tip!
As the exam approaches, you
should continue to consume
as much TV News as you can.
It won’t hurt to reinforce your
understanding.
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Ofcom’s job is to:
• Ensure a wide range of high quality and wide appealing services are
available
• To protect audiences against offensive and harmful material
• To protect audiences against unfairness or infringement of privacy
If a channel is found to be in breach of any of Ofcom’s codes of conduct, they
will be investigated, have the breach placed on their record, be made to
apologise, fined or removed from broadcast.
Task – Answer the following questions:
 Do you think that TV News should be regulated more strictly? Why?
 Do you think it is fair that TV News producers invade the privacy of elite
members of society?
Task – Do you think that there is a conflict of interest in the way
Ofcom is funded? Find some online research to support your
point.

News Institutions
The news media as a product is more powerful than ever, but today much of it
is seen as shaped by two dominating principles - sensationalism and
simplification.
The American sociologist Robert McChesney, in his book Rich Media, Poor
Democracy, states that this is the consequence of “hyper commercialisation” –
the drive by media owners and media institutions for ever larger profits.
The race for audiences [and thus profit] has led to ratings wars, which inevitably
leads to what is called “dumbing down”. This phrase means that in order to
succeed, the media industry tries to appeal to the lower instincts of people.

Ownership
TV Channels are often owned by large media conglomerates. This immediately
gives them a lot of status and power within the media industry. It also means
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that they are more likely to be able to indoctrinate their ideologies across
multiple platforms. Channels are more often than not funded in one of three
ways – advertising, subscription fees or public/government money.
Task – Research the ownership of Sky News:
Which company owns the channel?
What else do they own?
Why might this be an issue?
How is it funded?

Public Service Broadcasting
Public Service Broadcasting is a type of funding and channels that fall under this
term are financed by public money. They are independent of government and
are seen to offer a public service by catering for a range of audiences. They are
also meant to be politically impartial.
In the UK, we have two channels that fall under this remit – BBC and Channel 4.
PSB’s must:
• Be available nationwide
• Cater for all interests and tastes
• Cater for minority audiences
• Produce impartial programming
• Commission programming from within the UK
• Be Quality over Quantity
The BBC differs from other broadcasters as it is funded by the licence fee. This is
a publicly paid annual fee of £147, and is payable by households who watch and
record programmes as they’re being shown on TV or live on an online TV service
and/or those who watch and download BBC programmes on iPlayer.
Channel 4 are a predominantly funded by advertising and sponsorship, but are
publicly owned. This means they are not established to make profit like ITV or
Channel 5, for example. They have a responsibility to be innovative,
experimental and distinctive in their programming, and like the BBC, have an
obligation to cater to a range of audience interests.
Task – Watch an episode of BBC News or Channel 4 News:
 Are they available nationwide?
 Is their broadcast impartial?
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Gatekeeping
Editors of the news are often seen as Gatekeepers. The Gatekeeper decides
what information should be accessible to wider society and what information
should not. The gatekeepers are decision makers. The gatekeeper imposes their
own influence [and values] on events, and so effect what audiences know – and
thus can understand – about social, cultural, ethical and political events in the
world.
Through this process they prevent what they believe to be unwanted or
dangerously controversial information getting through to the mass audience
which helps to control the society.

Audience

News

Gate

Gatekeepers permit
some stories to reach
their audience, but
prevent or restrict
other stories from
being covered by their
TV, newspaper, or radio
stations

Task - What might be the issues for society of producers
having so much control over the selection of what is
presented to audiences? What is your opinion?
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News Websites
Website Conventions
Websites of all genres follow a very similar pattern of conventions, making them
easy to navigate for users. When first visiting a news website you will land on
the homepage and be presented with the main headlines and thumbnail
images which anchor the story. There will also be several secondary stories,
which will be accessible through hyperlinks; clicking on a link will open a
subpage. Any content in which you have to scroll to get to is described as being
below the fold, and will be deemed as less important than the content above it
for the target audience.
Websites also feature conventions such as
banner and popup adverts, and these are
primarily how websites are funded. There
will also be convergent links to the brand’s
social media accounts, creating
opportunities for audiences to follow the
brand and become loyal.

Revision Tip!
Make sure you have a
list of website
conventions and their
definitions in your notes!

Like TV news, news websites come in a range of different genres and the visual
codes and content of the stories will demonstrate this.
Task – Analyse the visual codes for these websites and consider who the audience
is:
 Huffington Post – huffingtonpost.co.uk
 The Guardian – theguardian.com
 Vox – vox.com
 Wired – wired.co.uk
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Narrative
Narrative in print is often harder to analyse, as there isn’t a visual story
developing as it is happening like it does in a film or music video. However,
news websites use language and visual codes in order to tell the particular story.
This is often through the headline, image and choice of words used.
The structure of the story can also be linked to narrative, and we can be
persuaded to take a particular opinion based on this. The copy (the story)
should:
 Have the main details of the story in the opening paragraph
 Be clear and provide context
 Have paragraphs that are only 1 or 2 sentences long
 Use quotes from experts or those involved to add legitimacy to your story
 Avoid jargon and gobbledygook
 Avoid repetition
Task – Write the copy for the following stories
 Man finds dead body in backyard
 Ed Sheeran announces world tour
 Local supermarket could close
 Footballer arrested for drunk driving
 Energy drinks linked to skin disease
 Kylie Jenner starts twitter war
 Scientists find cure for arthritis
 British Film earns Oscar nomination
 Freak storm heading for UK
 Geordie Shore star quits

Task - Write the same story for a different audience - How might
the wording of this story change for a different audience?

Propp’s Characters
Propp wrote specifically about fairytales and how character roles were used to
drive a narrative forward. Fairytales are really the opposite of what the news
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should be, but we can still apply his theory, considering how the news
constructs heroes and villains.
Again, you need to think about the choice of language used and the choice of
imagery to portray a particular individual or group. For example, a large
company that has been cheating employees out of their wages would be
presented as a villain, whereas an athlete who comes home from the
Paralympic games with 3 medals would be presented as a hero.
Task – Create a subpage for each of the stories above. How would you present
these characters as heroes and villains? Consider:
 Headlines
 Images
 Opening paragraph and the choices in language you would use

Task – How do your subpages demonstrate ideologies? What
are we meant to think about these people/groups?

Convergence
The coming together of previously separate media industries and/or platforms;
often the result of advances in technology whereby one device or platform
contains a range of different features.
Mobile phones, for example, allows the user to download and listen to music,
view videos, tweet artists etc. All this can be done through one portable device.
Most media companies now have online platforms available and this results in
many advantages. It often means that they will appeal to a wider audience, for
example, if a newspaper targets an older audience, their website may attract a
younger professional who visits the website on their phone on the commute to
work. Having an online presence also reinforces brand identity, meaning
audiences become familiar and loyal to a particular company/broadcaster. The
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online versions certainly provided more profit for companies, particularly
newspapers who saw their readership dwindle in favour of apps and websites.

Citizen Journalism
Put very simply, citizen journalism is when private individuals do
essentially what professional reporters do - report information. That
information can take many forms, from a podcast editorial to a report about a
city council meeting on a blog. It can include text, pictures, audio and video. But
it's basically all about communicating information of some kind.
The other main feature of citizen journalism is that it's usually found online. In
fact, the emergence of the Internet - with blogs, podcasts, streaming video and
other Web-related innovations - is what has made citizen journalism possible.
The Internet gave average people the ability to transmit information globally.
That was a power once reserved for only the very largest media corporations
and news agencies.
Semi-Independent Citizen Journalism:
This involves citizens contributing, in one form or another, to existing
professional news sites. Some examples:






Readers posting their comments alongside stories done by professional
reporters - essentially a 21st-century version of the letter to the editor. A
growing number of news websites allow readers to post comments. In an
effort to prevent obscene or objectionable messages, many websites
require that readers register in order to post.
Readers adding their information to articles done by professional
journalists. For instance, a reporter may do an article about disparities in
gas prices around town. When the story appears online, readers can post
information about gas prices in areas not covered in the original story, and
even offer tips on where to buy cheaper gas.
Readers actively working with professional reporters in putting together a
story. A reporter might ask that readers with expertise in a particular area
send him or her information on that topic, or even do some of their own
reporting. That information is then incorporated into the final story.
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Reader blogs that are incorporated into professional news websites. That
can include blogs in which readers critique how the news organization is
performing.

Independent Citizen Journalism: This involves citizen journalists working in ways
that are fully independent of traditional, professional news outlets.




Blogs in which individuals can report on events in their communities or
offer commentary on the issues of the day.
Websites run by an individual or a group of people that report on news
events in the local community. Some have editors and screen content,
others do not. Some even have print editions.

Audiences
News has been popular for many decades with audiences and we need to
explore some of the reasons why this is so. If you are to be successful in the
examination you have to understand the appeal of news products in all their
different formats to different kinds of
audiences.
Revision Tip!
DO NOT use the term GRASS
in your exam – it is just a way
to help us remember all the
aspects of audience

You first have to identify who your
audience is. You need to consider the
GRASS:





Gender
Race/Ethnicity
Age
Socio-Economic Status (ABC1C2DE)

 Special Interests
As well as the political ideologies of the person most likely to consume your
programme or news website.
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Task – Write the audience profile for an existing news website, being sure to
include:
 The GRASS of the majority of the audience
 The interests and general attitudes of the audience

Another way in which we categorise audiences is through Young and
Rubicam’s audience categories. These are the personality
characteristics a target audience may have:
 Mainstreamer – Seeks security. Tend to be domestic, conformist,
conventional, sentimental – favour value for money family brands. Nearly
always the largest group (mainstream audience)
 Aspirer – Seek status. Materialistic, orientated to image and appearance,
persona and fashion. Typically younger people, clerical and sales jobs.
 Succeeders – Seek control. Strong goals, confidence, work ethic, and
organisation. Supports stability. Typically higher management and
professionals.
 Resigned – Seeks survival. Rigid and authoritarian values. Interested in the
past and tradition. Typically older people.
 Explorers – Seeks discovery. Energy, individualism and experience. Values
difference and adventure. Younger demographic/ students.
 Strugglers – Seeks escape. Alienated and disorganised. Few resources
beyond physical skills. Buys alcohol, junk food, lottery tickets. DE
demographic.
 Reformers – Seeks enlightenment. Freedom of restrictions and personal
growth. Social awareness and independent judgement. Has attended
higher education.
Task – Which Young and Rubicam category they fall into? Explain how
you know this is the audience from the news website you analysed in
the task above.

Audience Appeal
Once we know who our audience is we can consider why they would consume
news and how they would understand the news.
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One of our main theories is the Uses & Gratifications theory. Blumler and Katz
identified four audience needs – diversion (entertainment), personal identity,
personal relationships (social interaction) and surveillance (education). Clearly
news logically falls into surveillance, yet it is also a vital part of our sense of self
and used by us in developing and reinforcing our social networks. An increasing
criticism of news products is that they more and more focus on entertainment
in a bid to attract bigger audiences.
Audience response
We should also consider the influences to our responses to the news:
 Situated Culture – Where we are and what we’re doing
 Cultural Experience – What we have been through in our lives
 Cultural Competence – What we know about a particular subject/text
These three things will determine/alter how we respond to a particular story or
ideology.
We also look at Reception Analysis, which suggests there are 3 ways to
understand a news story – the preferred, negotiated and oppositional readings.
 Preferred reading – What the producers of the programme/news website
intend the audience to think
 Oppositional – The complete opposite of what the producers want you to
think.
 Negotiated – Takes some of the preferred reading but disagrees with parts
Task – Apply reception analysis to a range of news websites

of it.

Challenges to News
TV satellite and cable platforms now mean that we have specialised channels,
some of which - such as BBC News Twenty-four and Sky News - are focused on
delivering news 24/7. Such channels offer minute by minute updates as well as
in-depth reporting on events. As audiences can access breaking news in this
form, then there is pressure on other news broadcasts who are limited by
their scheduling. Often when they broadcast ‘news’ it has already been online
for several hours. This means they have had to re-think their role, opting for
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more reflective features. The internet, with feeds into Facebook and Twitter,
uses social media preferences as a means of providing audiences with
specialised news on the events that algorithms indicate that they are
interested in. Again, audiences may pursue these later via TV or newspapers.

Task – Look at the website for a newspaper and the front page of that
newspaper on the same day (google: BBC front pages) and answer the
following questions:
 How do the two products appeal to audiences?
 Are the same audiences addressed? Why/Why not?
 Are the same stories reported? Why/Why not?
 What news values do you find in both?
 What similarities are there?
 What differences are there? Why?
 What audience needs are represented in each product?

GLOSSARY
Anchorage – The ‘pinning down of meaning’ that language provides when coupled with an
image.
Anchor/s – The main studio presenter/s.
Audience – Who a media text is predominantly aimed at.
Binary opposition – Narratives are created around opposing ideas, e.g. good and evil.
Brand Identity – The association made with a media product e.g. a news channel from logo,
sound, typeface, name, content, mode of address, colour palette etc.
By line – The name of the writer of the article.
Caption – The words below a photograph which give it a meaning.
Censorship – Control over the content of a media text. Media organisations are liable for
publishing content that is untruthful or inaccurate.
Codes & Conventions – The things that make a media text what it is, the ingredients.
Convergent Media – When one text is promoted on a range of platforms.
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Correspondent – A journalist who is an expert in a particular subject.
Demographic profile – Defining an audience based on their income (A/B/C1/C2/D/E)
Direct mode of address –This may be the model looking straight at the audience, or using
the personal pronoun ‘you’ to involve the audience more.
Dominant ideology – The values and ideas of the powerful groups in society.
Enigma Codes – Unanswered questions or mysteries.
Ethnicity – A social group that has a common national or cultural tradition.
Free to Air – A channel that you don’t have to pay for.
Genre – A way to classify a media text based on similar conventions.
Hard News – Understood as serious news e.g. politics, business, the economy, war and
conflict.
Headline – The main statement which is the biggest story.
Hegemony – The powerful groups in society rule and decide our values.
House Style – Where a similar style is evident from one media product to another.
Iconography – Things that are associated with a certain genre.
Ideology – The values of groups in society.
Informal mode of address – a colloquial, chattier style to make the audience feel more
involved.
Institution – An organisation that creates and distributes media products. Sometimes have
connotations and ideologies that audiences are aware of.
Interaction – This refers to the different ways the consumer can become involved in the
campaign.
Intertextuality – When one media text makes reference to another.
Juxtaposition – Placing two things together to create a meaning.
Masthead – The title of a news website placed in a banner at the top of the page.
Mediation – The selection and construction of news items in order to reflect the news
values or news agenda of the channel.
Media Platform – A range of different ways of communicating to the audience; the internet,
television, radio, magazines etc.
Mode of address – The way a text speaks to the audience.
Monopoly – Where one company or person has overall power or control e.g. BBC, Sky and
ITV are rival news providers with BBC having the monopoly on reporting local news.
Multinational Media Corporation – A company whose business interests are global.
Narrative Continuity – Where the story, in case of TV News the schedule has clear flow and
rhythm and each item links smoothly with the next using graphics, sound and commentary.
News Agency – An organisation set up to provide news material to journalists e/g/ Reuters
or Associated Press.
News Values/News Agenda – What the news channels sees as important.
Niche audience – A small audience with a specific interest.
Non-Diegetic – Sound that is overlaid in post production (editing) and does not come from
the scene itself e.g. TV news intro music.
Patriarchal society – Society that is ruled by men.
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PSB: Public Service Broadcasting – the government asks TV broadcasters to provide a % of
programming that is educational, informative or in the public interest. This includes genres
like the news, weather and children’s television.
Representation – How people, places, issues and events are presented in different media
texts in order to create meanings.
Scheduling – Broadcasters decide what time a programme will be broadcast or ‘scheduled’
– this includes thinking about the programme before and after it and issues fundamentally
relating to the target audience.
Scoop – An exclusive story no other network has investigated (in time).
Social Media – Sites/Apps where audiences can interact.
Soft News – Gossip, Celebrity, Sport, Entertainment.
Stereotypes – this is where a group of people are shown in a particular way by exaggerating
certain characteristics.
Sting – A bit of non-diegetic music used to punctuate the programme and for purposes of
audience identification (like an aural ident).
Stock footage – Shots of common events used to help tell a story/library material.
Synergy – Where two or more media products sell each other.
Target audience – The people whom a media text is aimed.
Technical Codes – Cinematography, Lighting, Editing, Graphics, Sound.
Titles – The text at the start and end of a news programme.
Uses & Gratifications Theory – Why we consume a media text and what pleasure we get
from it.
• Diversion (entertainment and escapism)
• Personal Relationships (discussing the text with others)
• Personal Identity (seeing ourselves in a text)
• Surveillance (Learning about the world around you)
Viral Marketing – Where a media product e.g. a news channel or a news story spreads
creating ‘talkability’ using interactive online platforms like social networking
(Twitter/Facebook), Blogs or YouTube.
Voice over – The presenter talking over a video clip.
Web 2.0 – Interactive, digital media e.g. blogs and social networking.
Zeitgeist – The spirit, mood, beliefs or ideologies of a particular period of history.

What might they ask you to do in the examination?


Identify and discuss conventions of TV News and news websites
including describing the genre, typical content, typical narrative
structure etc. (including why these things are used, why the audience
like them/ how they respond to them etc.)
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Stereotyping and Representation of women, men, heroes, villains,
ethnic minorities, and disability in news (including the effects on the
audience, and why such elements are used)



Discuss how TV News and news websites are less in decline than
newspapers



Discuss why some people criticise news coverage (greed; effects on
audience)



Discuss institutions that make news products including the way they
schedule them, the way they market them etc.



Discuss how news is regulated



Your own ideas for news coverage



To design some news website pages

Exam Questions
Section A:
Using TV News we have studied in class or any of your own examples to
answer the questions below.
Example 1
1. (a) Identify two images used on the conventions within the broadcast [4]
(b) Briefly explain why these are used [6]
2. (a) Identify two technical codes in the broadcast [4]
(b) Briefly explain why these are used [6]
3. Explain how TV News appeals to audiences. Refer to examples you have
studied. [10]
4. Explain how TV News is regulated. [10]
Example 2
1. (a) Identify two visual codes in the broadcast [2]
(b) Briefly explain why these two visual codes are used [8]
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2. Explain how presenters are used in the broadcast [10]
3. Explain how events are represented in two broadcasts you have studied.
[10] (not the resource material)
4. Suggest two reasons why news companies use convergent media and
explain these reasons using examples you have studied. [10]
Example 3
1. (a) Identify two uses of language in the broadcast [2]
(b) Briefly explain how they are used [8]
2. Explain how audiences respond to TV news [10]
3. Explain how ethnicity is represented in broadcasts you have studied. [10]
4. Explain why news is important to institutions. [10]

Example 4
1. (a) Identify two uses of sound in the broadcast [4]
(b) Briefly explain why these two sounds are used [6]
2. Explain how narrative is used in the broadcast [10]
3. Explain how age is represented in broadcasts you have studied. [10]
4. Suggest why news is still important to audiences. [10]

Section B:
Example 1
You work for a new online news company.
Complete the following tasks:
Task 1. Choose a name for your company and briefly explain why you chose this
name. [4]
Task 2. Suggest two stories for your news website and explain why you have
chosen them. [6]
Task 3. Design the homepage for your news website. [10]
Task 4. Explain how your homepage will appeal to audiences. [10]
Task 5. Discuss the main reasons audiences use online platforms for news [10]
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Example 2
You work for the BBC and have been asked to produce a news website for the new
breakfast show.
Complete the following tasks:
Task 1. Choose a name for your breakfast show and briefly explain why you
chose this name [4]
Task 2. Explain three conventions that will feature in your news website [6]
Task 3. Design a homepage for your news website. [10]
Task 4. Discuss how convergence is used in news [10]
Task 5. Explain the appeal of news websites. [10]

Example 3
You are trying to appeal to a teenage audience to get them to consume more news.
Complete the following tasks:
Task 1. Choose four topics for a news website that would appeal to your
audience. [4]
Task 2. What three conventions will you use to appeal to this audience? [6]
Task 3. Design a subpage for one of your stories [10]
Task 4. Explain how your news website will attract audiences. [10]
Task 5. How are news websites maintaining audiences? [10]
Example 4
You are a producer for a national 24-hour news channel.
Complete the following tasks:
Task 1. Identify two things you will need to consider before writing your lead
story. [2]
Task 2. Explain what sources you will use to create your story [8]
Task 3. Write the copy for your lead story [10]
Task 4. Explain how 24-hour news channels engage audiences [10]
Task 5. How important is online news for audiences and producers? [10]
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